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CF: Thanks for joining us, Roslyn. Hi everyone. Solitaire, any updates from advising? 
 
SK: We don’t have anything to add at this point. Today is our first orientation. Joan is talking to 
a student at the moment who is attending orientation on the 15th or 18th. All journalism students 
for today’s orientation have been advised. Things moving smoothly. 
 
CF: I’m happy Roslyn Satchel could join our virtual meeting today. This meeting is a bit 
different because it is our assessment-focused meeting. But we wanted to also use this time to 
catch up with you. I circulated your CV but can you please tell us about yourself and your 
research. 
 
RS: About 7 years ago was the last time I talked with your faculty about my work. I have gotten 
tenure at Pepperdine and have had success in bringing cultural perspectives into the classroom 
and institution as a whole. When I started, there was much controversy re: our LGBTQ+ 
students, and black and brown students not being heard. I worked with administration to put into 
place initiatives to benefit these populations in SG and in organizing. We also incorporated 
citizen journalism ideas into our mass communication courses, as well. I have also gone into 
underserved communities in Los Angeles and Baton Rouge to develop a dialogue. 
 
CF: Thank you. I know that organizations are tough to change. What are some specific strategies 
you’ve used to get big organizations to shift in new directions? 
 
RS: Community organizing. Before I proposed any ideas, I listened to the community and 
became a part of that community. They invited me to talk about cultural competence, which was 
a new idea to Pepperdine, in January 2016. I talked about race, anti-racism and cultural 
competence at a table talk as a result of the work I did two years prior. I sat with administrators, 
faculty and students in different contexts. One demand students made I was able to facilitate was 
to have a chief diversity officer that reported to the president. Second, we worked with faculty to 
address anti-racism or cultural communication component in our general education courses. I 
was also able to build in a community engagement component into all of my courses – that 



benefitted not only our students but also the institution. All of my publications are related to the 
work, as well. 
 
RS: There’s also been some backlash and retaliation to this work. There are going to be people 
who fight back in favor of the status quo – and that’s OK. 
 
CF: Let’s open it up to see if others have questions or thoughts for Roslyn. 
 
MW: What do you see as similar challenges between NNB and where you’ve done work? 
 
RS: A lot of it goes back to the history of slavery, Jim Crow segregation and the inequity of 
access. As a Floridian whose family comes from central Florida, all of those communities 
produced me. I’m close with my large extended family there. I recognize that historical ethnic 
amalgamations have direct impacts on the state of communities today. There are intra-communal 
conversations I automatically have access to just by being a product of these communities.  
 
DE: Now that you’ve had seven years’ experience folding in Pepperdine with local communities, 
do you have a sense of what a good model for trying to educate the university community about 
local communities of color? 
 
RS: There’s a model I wanted to raise from a scholar at USC – “Bearing Witness while Black: 
African Americans, smartphones and the new social journalism.” She was able to take off with 
“mobile journalism,” or “mojo.” She’s also a fellow with me at Harvard and has already agreed 
to work with me to discuss what works and what doesn’t with this model. Now USC is launching 
a Center for Mobile Journalism that I think could fold into a community journalism model. We 
will be able to not only tell stories ourselves but also empower the community to continue that 
tradition of storytelling.  
 
MA: Two questions. NNB is a very hands on production capstone course where students produce 
media content and publish it. What are some projects you guided your students on that resulted 
in publication?  And, what do you see are some of the main challenges to more diversity and 
inclusion in the current climate? 
 
RS: I’m not a journalist. I have too much respect for the craft. What I do well is build 
relationships, working hard to ensure that I am partnering my students with professionals in the 
industry where they can build the skills in a more relationship-driven way. That said, as a lawyer 
I’m an excellent writer and have been able to master technical writing. I taught courses at 
Pepperdine where my students were required to partner with a professional in their area to design 
a packet that they could take to a studio and promote themselves, or a media kit to promote a 
client in the community. While these weren’t journalism courses, I worked hard with our 
journalism faculty and our student publications on campus to make students aware of what their 
legal rights and responsibilities are as reporters in the community. I also talk with my students 
about objectivity and ethics in journalism.  
 
RS: The issue of the climate and how we approach community journalism in a participatory way: 
We should use models that engage our audiences to make sure their voices are being heard. 



There are conversations that some people don’t have access to. I am comfortable entering those 
intercommunal spaces in a way that some all-white faculty may not be. 
 
TS: I appreciate your transparency regarding whether you’re a journalist. I see you’re in a 
communication department. I’ve been in communication departments and journalism 
departments and while they share some characteristics, there are differences between the two. 
With NNB, there’s a certain amount of hands-on sitting down with students, editing stories to get 
them ready for publication. That’s a part of the task that’s hard to bring professionals in to do. 
Would you feel comfortable editing stories one-on-one for publication? 
 
RS: Yes, I probably spend too much time doing that with my students right now. I build in a 
revise and resubmit process, sitting down with each student. The difference between me and a 
journalist is that the journalist will tell a story that is audience-driven, and I try to tell stories that 
are storyteller-driven. I have had the chance to partner my students with people with whom I 
have relationships, news anchors and journalists. When I am working with advocates and 
community organizers, I want them to tell their stories in the most true and authentic way. My 
legal training also gave me a toolset that makes me a good writer. I can switch the format 
depending on the medium, as well. 
 
TS: Another question: Your background is very strong in advocacy. Often advocacy and 
journalism don’t work together. How do you integrate the two and keep it ethical? 
 
RS: That is an ongoing issue for me. I challenge myself to keep attention to detail and a level of 
perfectionism when I ethically analyze my advocacy. For example, I work with BLM in Los 
Angeles. I do that because I am the one in the room who can say “I don’t think that’s the right 
thing to do.” That’s the type of scrutiny you can always count on me for. Advocacy becomes an 
impassioned quest for one goal, one truth, and I consider the other alternatives. 
 
TS: I also appreciate the fact that you have the objectivity conversation with students. The reality 
is that journalists aren’t machines or algorithms and they come to every story with a certain 
amount of baggage. Awareness of that is essential. 
 
RS: Algorithms can have biases too! 
 
JK: I come from newspaper journalism where I was always on deadline. Thinking about NNB, 
there may be skills and education students should come into the class with. Is there some 
grounding we could give students about the community before they get to that class? What 
should they know? 
 
RS: That’s why we did the gen ed course. Students were coming into media literacy and they 
were clueless about definitions of culture and race. My students get an introduction to race, class, 
gender, immigration, sex, critical theory in the first weeks of the course – flavored with my own 
history. I know what my students’ deficiencies are and I work one on one with them. For NNB, 
there are issues we can make students aware of before taking them into Midtown. And as a Black 
woman, I know some students may have never had a person of color as a teacher before – and 



that’s OK. I address that openly, and unmask the elephant in the room, even if it’s tense and even 
if students struggle with it. 
 
JK: Half of our students don’t want to be journalists, but almost all of them want to have impact 
with whatever they end up doing. It’s exciting to think about what we can do to get them ready 
so they’re not starting from scratch in NNB. 
 
CF: Thank you for engaging with all of these topics, Roslyn. I’d like to shift gears a little and 
talk about assessment of student learning. I want to return to the four pillar questions: 
 

1. If you taught the class before, did you make any changes to the curriculum? If so, what 
were they? 

2. Based on student performance this semester, would you make any future changes? If so, 
what? 

3. In what ways did students perform well? 
4. Where do students need to improve? 

 
We won’t get through each class in the shared spreadsheet so we can pick and choose. (See 
spreadsheet attachment.) 
 
CC: I motion to approve meeting minutes. 
 
MW: Second. 
 
CF: Good of the order? 
 
RS: Thanks again for allowing me to be part of your meeting! 
 
CF: See you at 1 p.m. 


